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The Neptun family is an exploration of early German sans serif 

typefaces that challenge today’s visual habits with their warm 

and playful shapes. These characteristics are represented in 

various ways in this functional superfamily, building a typo-

graphic bridge to modern times.

Neptun Nord is a nod to Venus Grotesk, creating a friendly 

and retro aesthetic with extreme proportions, pointed termi-

nals and narrow widths. Neptun Süd interprets those values 

in a modern way: wider forms and familiar proportions, but 

with punctual breakouts. 

As usual, added features allow for adaptation to your needs — 

for example, simplified alternatives for better spacing, round-

ed punctuation, or initial swashes. The 2 stylistic directions, 7 

weights and 7 widths allow for a wide range of use, including 

reading text and display usage. Furthermore, with the help of 

variable font technology, all parameters can be seamlessly 

adjusted, so you can pick the perfect mix of grotesque fonts 

from then and now — yourself! 

TYPEFACE

Neptun

WEIGHTS

Light, Regular, Medium, SemiBold, Bold, ExtraBold, Black

WIDTHS

Condensed (Nord), SemiCondensed (Nord), Standard,
Wide (Süd), ExtraWide (Süd), Extended (Süd)

STYLES

Nord, Süd

DESIGNED BY

Fabian Dornhecker

YEAR OF RELEASE

2021

AVAILABLE ON

La Bolde Vita
→ www.laboldevita.com

ABOUT THE TYPEFACE

Nord & Süd
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STYLISTIC SET 01 (Tailless a) ▶ SS01

Calamari / tártara →  Calamari / tártara

STYLISTIC SET 02 (Single-storey a) ▶ SS02

Abocado Naranja  →  Abocado Naranja

STYLISTIC SET 03 (Straight r) ▶ SS03

Breitfeder & Myrrhe →  Breitfeder & Myrrhe

STYLISTIC SET 04 (Straight y) ▶ SS04

(yesteryears) →  (yesteryears)

STYLISTIC SET 05 (Round Punctuation) ▶ SS05

Eläinkö; “animal?” →  Eläinkö; “animal?”

STYLISTIC SET 06 (CIRCLED NUMBERS) ▶ SS06

From (2)(0) to (2)(1) → From (2)(0) to (2)(1)

CASE-SENSITIVE PUNCTUATION ▶ CASE

›FACT‹ • (Check©) → ›FACT‹ • (CHECK©)
HI@SOUL:WEB → HI@SOUL:WEB

STANDARD LIGATURES ▶ LIGA

Hoffnung Affliction → Hoffnung Affliction
flowing fish → flowing fish

DISCRETIONARY LIGATURES ▶ DLIG

Cutterina Haft → Cutterina Haft

CAPITAL SWASHES ▶ CSWH

Alprazolam_Xanax → Alprazolam_Xanax

DYNAMIC FRACTIONS ▶ FRAC

41/23 = 1,782 → 47/23 = 1,782

SLASHED ZERO ▶ ZERO

€ 2,0510703 → € 2,0510703

TABULAR LINING FIGURES ▶ TNUM

25$+81¥≈37% → 25$+81¥≈37%

SUPERSCRIPT ▶ SUPS

64 m2 → 64 m²

SUBSCRIPT ▶ SUBS

H2O NO3 → H₂O NO₃

CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES ▶ CALT

¿¡Jamón Ibérico!? → ¿¡Jamón Ibérico!?
www WEIßRAUM → www WEIßRAUM
-> |> <-> <|> → -> |> <-> <|>

LOCALIZED FORMS ▶ LOCL

preţ fix / paral·lel → preț fix / paral·lel 
DIYARBAKIR → DIYARBAKIR

OPENTYPE-FEATURES
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SUPPORTED LANGUAGES / GLYPH COVERAGE

Abenaki
Afaan Oromo
Afar
Afrikaans
Albanian
Alsatian
Amis
Anuta
Aragonese
Aranese
Aromanian
Arrernte
Arvanitic (Latin)
Asturian
Atayal
Aymara
Bashkir (Latin)
Basque
Belarusian (Latin)
Bemba
Bikol
Bislama
Bosnian
Breton
Cape Verdean Creole
Catalan
Cebuano
Chamorro
Chavacano
Chichewa
Chickasaw
Cimbrian
Cofán
Cornish
Corsican
Creek
Crimean Tatar (Latin)
Croatian

Czech
Danish
Dawan
Delaware
Dholuo
Drehu
Dutch
English
Esperanto
Estonian
Faroese
Fijian
Filipino
Finnish
Folkspraak
French
Frisian
Friulian
Gagauz (Latin)
Galician
Ganda
Genoese
German
Gikuyu
Gooniyandi
Greenlandic (Kalaallisut)
Guadeloupean Creole
Gwich’in
Haitian Creole
Hän
Hawaiian
Hiligaynon
Hopi
Hotcąk (Latin)
Hungarian
Icelandic
Ido
Igbo

Ilocano
Indonesian
Interglossa
Interlingua
Irish
Istro-Romanian
Italian
Jamaican
Javanese (Latin)
Jèrriais
Kaingang
Kala Lagaw Ya
Kapampangan (Latin)
Kaqchikel
Karakalpak (Latin)
Karelian (Latin)
Kashubian
Kikongo
Kinyarwanda
Kiribati
Kirundi
Klingon
Kurdish (Latin)
Ladin
Latin
Latino sine Flexione
Latvian
Lithuanian
Lojban
Lombard
Low Saxon
Luxembourgish
Maasai
Makhuwa
Malay
Maltese
Manx
Māori

Marquesan
Megleno-Romanian
Meriam Mir
Mirandese
Mohawk
Moldovan
Montagnais
Montenegrin
Murrinh-Patha
Nagamese Creole
Nahuatl
Ndebele
Neapolitan
Ngiyambaa
Niuean
Noongar
Norwegian
Novial
Occidental
Occitan
Onĕipŏt
Oshiwambo
Ossetian (Latin)
Palauan
Papiamento
Piedmontese
Polish
Portuguese
Potawatomi
Q’eqchi’
Quechua
Rarotongan
Romanian
Romansh
Rotokas
Sami (Inari Sami)
Sami (Lule Sami)
Sami (Northern Sami)

Sami (Southern Sami)
Samoan
Sango
Saramaccan
Sardinian
Scottish Gaelic
Serbian (Latin)
Seri
Seychellois Creole
Shawnee
Shona
Sicilian
Silesian
Slovak
Slovenian
Slovio (Latin)
Somali
Sorbian (Lower Sorbian)
Sorbian (Upper Sorbian)
Sotho (Northern)
Sotho (Southern)
Spanish
Sranan
Sundanese (Latin)
Swahili
Swazi
Swedish
Tagalog
Tahitian
Tetum
Tok Pisin
Tokelauan
Tongan
Tshiluba
Tsonga
Tswana
Tumbuka
Turkish

Turkmen (Latin)
Tuvaluan
Tzotzil
Uzbek (Latin)
Venetian
Vepsian
Volapük
Võro
Wallisian
Walloon
Waray-Waray
Warlpiri
Wayuu
Welsh
Wik-Mungkan
Wiradjuri
Wolof
Xavante
Xhosa
Yapese
Yindjibarndi
Zapotec
Zazaki
Zulu
Zuni

LANGUAGE SUPPORT
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NORMAL

Neptun Nord Light
Neptun Nord Regular
Neptun Nord Medium
Neptun Nord SemiBold
Neptun Nord Bold
Neptun Nord ExtraBold
Neptun Nord Black

WIDE

Neptun Nord SemiCondensed Light
Neptun Nord SemiCondensed Regular
Neptun Nord SemiCondensed Medium
Neptun Nord SemiCondensed SemiBold
Neptun Nord SemiCondensed Bold
Neptun Nord SemiCondensed ExtraBold
Neptun Nord SemiCondensed Black 

EXTRA WIDE

Neptun Nord Condensed Light
Neptun Nord Condensed Regular
Neptun Nord Condensed Medium
Neptun Nord Condensed SemiBold
Neptun Nord Condensed Bold
Neptun Nord Condensed ExtraBold
Neptun Nord Condensed Black 

EXTENDED

Neptun Süd Light
Neptun Süd Regular
Neptun Süd Medium
Neptun Süd SemiBold
Neptun Süd Bold
Neptun Süd ExtraBold
Neptun Süd Black

EXPANDED

Neptun Süd Wide Light
Neptun Süd Wide Regular
Neptun Süd Wide Medium
Neptun Süd Wide SemiBold
Neptun Süd Wide Bold
Neptun Süd Wide ExtraBold
Neptun Süd Wide Black

EXPANDED

Neptun Süd ExtraWide Light
Neptun Süd ExtraWide Regular
Neptun Süd ExtraWide Medium
Neptun Süd ExtraWide SemiBold
Neptun Süd ExtraWide Bold
Neptun Süd ExtraWide ExtraBold
Neptun Süd ExtraWide Black

EXPANDED

Neptun Süd Extended Light
Neptun Süd Extended Regular
Neptun Süd Extended Medium
Neptun Süd Extended SemiBold
Neptun Süd Extended Bold
Neptun Süd Extended ExtraBold
Neptun Süd Extended Black
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NEPTUN
NORD

•
Light
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aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»
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UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiijjklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#

‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_
/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ ÐĎĐ 
ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
Ì Í Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ Ī Į Ị Ị İ İ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââááá
ääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻæǽ 
ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ ĝğġġģģǧ 
ĥħ ì í î ï ï ĩ ĭ ī į į ị ị ı ĳĳ� ĵ ȷ ķķĸ ĺ ļ ļ ľľŀŀł ñńņņňŉŉŋ 
òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ 
ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ 
źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥

FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ NORD LIGHT
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aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»
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UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiijjklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

. . , , : : ; ;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#

‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_
/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘:: ; ; · ·••-–—«»‹ › 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ ÐĎĐ 
ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
Ì Í Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ Ī Į Ị Ị İ İ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ ŢȚȚŤŦ 
ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ 
áááãããåååăăăâââáááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāą
ąąãããǻǻǻæǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ì í î ï ï ĩ ĭ ī į į ị ị ı ĳĳ� ĵ ȷ ķķĸ ĺ ļ ļ ľľ ŀ ŀ ł ñńņņňŉŉŋ 
òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ 
ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥
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aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.; : !?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»
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UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiijjklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

. . , , : : ; ;…… ! ! ¡ ¡??¿¿ · · • •*�&⁂�ð#

‚‚„„‘ ‘““’ ’””«»‹›'"-–—_
/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘:: ; ; · ·••-–—«» ‹ › 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ  ÇĆĈĊĊČ  ÐĎĐ 
ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ  ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ  ĤĦ  Ì Í Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ Ī Į Ị Ị İ İ  Ĳ�Ĵ  ĶĶ 
ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ  ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ  Þ  ŔŖŖŘ 
ŚŜŞȘȘŠ  ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ  áááãããåååăăăâââáááäääää
äạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻæǽ  ćĉċċčç  ðďďđ 
èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ  ĝğġġģģǧ  ĥħ  ì í î ï ï ĩ ĭ ī į į ị ị ı  ĳĳ�  ĵ ȷ  ķķĸ 
ĺ ļ ļ ľ ľ ŀ ŀ ł  ñńņņňŉŉŋ  òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ  þ  ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř śŝşșșš 
ţțțťťŧ  ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ  ẁẃẅẅŵ ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ 
źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥
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Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   50/64 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 14 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ NORD SEMICONDENSED LIGHT

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   50/64 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 15 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ NORD CONDENSED LIGHT

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   50/64 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 16 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ NORD LIGHT

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   56/70 pt
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GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   56/70 pt
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GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   56/70 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 19 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ NORD LIGHT

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   50/60 pt
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Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   50/60 pt
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Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   50/60 pt
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Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™

   65/82 pt
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Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™

   65/82 pt
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Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™

   65/82 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 25 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD LIGHT

The mantle is equivalent to 
10 to 15 Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in 
planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 
10 to 15 Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in 
planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 27 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD CONDENSED LIGHT

The mantle is equivalent to 
10 to 15 Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in 
planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 28 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD LIGHT

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As is customary 
in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense 
fluid. This fluid, which has a   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 29 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD SEMICONDENSED LIGHT

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As is customary 
in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense 
fluid. This fluid, which has a   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 30 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD CONDENSED LIGHT

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As is customary 
in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense 
fluid. This fluid, which has a   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 31 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD LIGHT

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is 
sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in 
planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high 
electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in 
which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The 
mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper down 
superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense 
fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of 
hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within the oxygen lattice. At a depth of 7,000 km, the conditions 
may be such that methane decomposes into diamond crystals that rain downwards like hailstones. Scientists also believe that this kind of diamond rain occurs on Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus.   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 32 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD SEMICONDENSED LIGHT

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is 
sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in 
planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high 
electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in 
which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The 
mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper down 
superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This 
fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within the oxygen lattice. At a depth of 7,000 km, the conditions may be such that 
methane decomposes into diamond crystals that rain downwards like hailstones. Scientists also believe that this kind of diamond rain occurs on Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus.   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 33 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD CONDENSED LIGHT

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. 
As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, 
dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-
ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in 
planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high 
electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in 
which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The 
mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper down 
superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This 
fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within the oxygen lattice. At a depth of 7,000 km, the conditions may be such that 
methane decomposes into diamond crystals that rain downwards like hailstones. Scientists also believe that this kind of diamond rain occurs on Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus.   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»
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UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRSßTUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiijjklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ¿¡ ⸘ � www
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰1²3⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ / ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#

‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_
/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«» ‹ › 
®©℗@ ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ ÐĎĐ 
ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
Ì Í Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ Ī Į Ị Ị I İ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââááá
ääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻæǽ 
ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ ĝğġġģģǧ 
ĥħ ì í î ï ï ĩ ĭ ī į į ị ị ı ĳĳ� ĵ ȷ ķķĸ ĺ ļ ļľľŀŀł ñńņņňŉŉŋ 
òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ 
ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ 
źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑|>-><-><|>↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥

FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ NORD REGULAR
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aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 38 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ NORD SEMICONDENSED REGULAR

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiijjklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#

‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_
/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹ › 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ ÐĎĐ 
ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
Ì Í Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ Ī Į Ị Ị İ İ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ ŢȚȚŤŦ 
ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ 
áááãããåååăăăâââáááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāą
ąąãããǻǻǻæǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ì í î ï ï ĩ ĭ ī į į ị ị ı ĳĳ� ĵ ȷ ķķĸ ĺ ļ ļ ľľŀŀł ñńņņňŉŉŋ 
òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ 
ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 39 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ NORD CONDENSED REGULAR

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 40 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ NORD CONDENSED REGULAR

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiij jklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

. . , , : : ; ;……! ! ¡ ¡??¿¿· · • •*�&⁂�ð#

‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_
/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘:: ; ; · ·••-–—«» ‹ › 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ  ÇĆĈĊĊČ  ÐĎĐ 
ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ  ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ  ĤĦ  Ì Í Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ Ī Į Ị Ị İ İ  Ĳ�Ĵ  ĶĶ 
ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ  ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ  Þ  ŔŖŖŘ 
ŚŜŞȘȘŠ  ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ  áááãããåååăăăâââáááäääää
äạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻæǽ  ćĉċċčç  ðďďđ 
èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ  ĝğġġģģǧ  ĥħ  ì í î ï ï ĩ ĭ ī į į ị ị ı  ĳĳ�  ĵ ȷ  ķķĸ 
ĺ ļ ļ ľľŀŀ ł  ñńņņňŉŉŋ  òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ  þ  ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř śŝşșșš 
ţțțťťŧ  ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ  ẁẃẅẅŵ ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ 
źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 41 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ NORD REGULAR

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4/1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   50/64 pt
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Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   50/64 pt
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Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   50/64 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 44 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ NORD REGULAR

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   56/70 pt
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GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   56/70 pt
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GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   56/70 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 47 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ NORD REGULAR

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   50/60 pt
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Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   50/60 pt
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Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   50/60 pt
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Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
www.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™

   65/82 pt
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Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™

   65/82 pt
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Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™

   65/82 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 53 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD REGULAR

The mantle is equivalent to 
10 to 15 Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in 
planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 
10 to 15 Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in 
planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 
10 to 15 Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in 
planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As is customary 
in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense 
fluid. This fluid, which has a   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As is customary 
in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense 
fluid. This fluid, which has a   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As is customary 
in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense 
fluid. This fluid, which has a   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 59 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD REGULAR

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense 
fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is 
sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in 
planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high 
electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in 
which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. 
The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper 
down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense 
fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of 
hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within the oxygen lattice. At a depth of 7,000 km, the conditions 
may be such that methane decomposes into diamond crystals that rain downwards like hailstones. Scientists also believe that this kind of diamond rain occurs on Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus.   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 60 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD SEMICONDENSED REGULAR

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is 
sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in 
planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high 
electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in 
which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The 
mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper down 
superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense 
fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of 
hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within the oxygen lattice. At a depth of 7,000 km, the conditions 
may be such that methane decomposes into diamond crystals that rain downwards like hailstones. Scientists also believe that this kind of diamond rain occurs on Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus.   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is 
sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in 
planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high 
electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in 
which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The 
mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper down 
superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This 
fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within the oxygen lattice. At a depth of 7,000 km, the conditions may be such 
that methane decomposes into diamond crystals that rain downwards like hailstones. Scientists also believe that this kind of diamond rain occurs on Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus.   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 63 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ NORD MEDIUM

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»
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UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiij jklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#

‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_
/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ ÐĎĐ 
ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââáá
áääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻæǽ 
ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ ĝğġġģģǧ 
ĥħ ì í î ï ï ĩ ĭ ī į į ị ị ı ĳĳ� ĵ ȷ ķķĸ ĺ ļ ļľľŀŀł ñńņņňŉŉŋ 
òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ 
ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ 
źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥

FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ NORD MEDIUM
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aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»
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UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiij jklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#

‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_
/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ ÐĎĐ 
ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
Ì Í Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ Ī Į Ị Ị İ İ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ ŢȚȚŤŦ 
ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ 
áááãããåååăăăâââáááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāą
ąąãããǻǻǻæǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ì í î ï ï ĩ ĭ ī į į ị ị ı ĳĳ� ĵ ȷ ķķĸ ĺ ļ ļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥
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aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»
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UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiij jklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

. . , , : : ; ;……! ! ¡ ¡??¿¿· · ••*�&⁂�ð#

‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_
/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹ › 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ  ÇĆĈĊĊČ  ÐĎĐ 
ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ  ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ  ĤĦ  Ì Í Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ Ī Į Ị Ị İ İ  Ĳ�Ĵ  ĶĶ 
ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ  ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ  Þ  ŔŖŖŘ 
ŚŜŞȘȘŠ  ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ  áááãããåååăăăâââáááäääää
äạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻæǽ  ćĉċċčç  ðďďđ 
èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ  ĝğġġģģǧ  ĥħ  ì í î ï ï ĩ ĭ ī į į ị ị ı  ĳĳ� 
ĵ ȷ  ķķĸ ĺ ļ ļ ľľŀŀł  ñńņņňŉŉŋ  òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ  þ 
ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř śŝşșșš  ţțțťťŧ  ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ  ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 69 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ NORD MEDIUM

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   50/64 pt
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Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   50/64 pt
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Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   50/64 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 72 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ NORD MEDIUM

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   56/70 pt
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GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   56/70 pt
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GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   56/70 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 75 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ NORD MEDIUM

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   50/60 pt
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Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   50/60 pt
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Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   50/60 pt
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Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™

   65/82 pt
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Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™

   65/82 pt
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Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™

   65/82 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 81 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD MEDIUM

The mantle is equivalent to 
10 to 15 Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in 
planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 
10 to 15 Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in 
planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 
10 to 15 Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in 
planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 84 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD MEDIUM

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy even though 
it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy even though it 
is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy even though it 
is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, 
dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is 
sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary 
in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has 
a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic 
water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-
ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, 
and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense 
fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of 
hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within the oxygen lattice. At a depth of 7,000 km, the conditions 
may be such that methane decomposes into diamond crystals that rain downwards like hailstones. Scientists also believe that this kind of diamond rain occurs on Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus.   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, 
dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is 
sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary 
in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has 
a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic 
water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. 
The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper 
down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense 
fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of 
hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within the oxygen lattice. At a depth of 7,000 km, the conditions 
may be such that methane decomposes into diamond crystals that rain downwards like hailstones. Scientists also believe that this kind of diamond rain occurs on Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus.   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, 
dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is 
sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in 
planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high 
electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in 
which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. 
The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper 
down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense 
fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of 
hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within the oxygen lattice. At a depth of 7,000 km, the conditions 
may be such that methane decomposes into diamond crystals that rain downwards like hailstones. Scientists also believe that this kind of diamond rain occurs on Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus.   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 91 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ NORD SEMIBOLD

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»
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UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiij jklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#

‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_
/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ ÐĎĐ 
ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââáá
áääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻæǽ 
ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ ĝğġġģģǧ 
ĥħ ì í î ï ï ĩ ĭ ī į į ị ị ı ĳĳ� ĵ ȷ ķķĸ ĺ ļ ļľľŀŀł ñńņņňŉŉŋ 
òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ 
ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ 
źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥

FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ NORD SEMIBOLD
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aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»
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UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiij jklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#

‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_
/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ ÐĎĐ 
ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
Ì Í Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ Ī Į Ị Ị İ İ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ ŢȚȚŤŦ 
ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ 
áááãããåååăăăâââáááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāą
ąąãããǻǻǻæǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ì í î ï ï ĩ ĭ ī į į ị ị ı ĳĳ� ĵ ȷ ķķĸ ĺ ļ ļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥
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aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»
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UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiij jklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#

‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_
/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹ › 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ  ÇĆĈĊĊČ  ÐĎĐ 
ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ  ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ  ĤĦ 
Ì Í Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ Ī Į Ị Ị İ İ  Ĳ�Ĵ  ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ  Þ  ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ  ŢȚȚŤŦ 
ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ 
áááãããåååăăăâââáááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāą
ąąãããǻǻǻæǽ  ćĉċċčç  ðďďđ  èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ  ĥħ  ì í î ï ï ĩ ĭ ī į į ị ị ı  ĳĳ�  ĵ ȷ  ķķĸ ĺ ļ ļľľŀŀł  ñńņņňŉŉŋ 
òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ  þ  ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř śŝşșșš  ţțțťťŧ 
ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ  ẁẃẅẅŵ ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥
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Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   50/64 pt
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Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   50/64 pt
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Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   50/64 pt
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GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   56/70 pt
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GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   56/70 pt
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GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   56/70 pt
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Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   50/60 pt
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Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   50/60 pt
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Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   50/60 pt
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Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™

   65/82 pt
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Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™

   65/82 pt
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Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™

   65/82 pt
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The mantle is equivalent to 
10 to 15 Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in 
planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 
10 to 15 Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in 
planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 
10 to 15 Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in 
planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As is customary 
in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense 
fluid. This fluid, which has a   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As is customary 
in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense 
fluid. This fluid, which has a   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 114 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD CONDENSED SEMIBOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As is customary 
in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense 
fluid. This fluid, which has a   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 115 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD SEMIBOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, 
dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is 
sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary 
in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has 
a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic 
water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense 
fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a 
soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within the oxygen lattice. At a depth of 7,000 km, 
the conditions may be such that methane decomposes into diamond crystals that rain downwards like hailstones. Scientists also believe that this kind of diamond rain occurs on Jupiter, Saturn, 
and Uranus.   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 116 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD SEMICONDENSED SEMIBOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, 
dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is 
sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary 
in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has 
a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic 
water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense 
fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a 
soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within the oxygen lattice. At a depth of 7,000 km, 
the conditions may be such that methane decomposes into diamond crystals that rain downwards like hailstones. Scientists also believe that this kind of diamond rain occurs on Jupiter, Saturn, 
and Uranus.   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 117 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD CONDENSED SEMIBOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, 
dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is 
sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary 
in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has 
a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic 
water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense 
fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a 
soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within the oxygen lattice. At a depth of 7,000 km, 
the conditions may be such that methane decomposes into diamond crystals that rain downwards like hailstones. Scientists also believe that this kind of diamond rain occurs on Jupiter, Saturn, 
and Uranus.   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 119 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ NORD BOLD

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»
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UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiij jklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#

‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_
/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ì í î ï ï ĩ ĭ ī į į ị ị ı ĳĳ� ĵ ȷ ķķĸ ĺ ļ ļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥

FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ NORD BOLD
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aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 122 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ NORD SEMICONDENSED BOLD

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiij jklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#

‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_
/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ ŢȚȚŤŦ 
ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ 
áááãããåååăăăâââáááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāą
ąąãããǻǻǻæǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ì í î ï ï ĩ ĭ ī į į ị ị ı ĳĳ� ĵ ȷ ķķĸ ĺ ļ ļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥
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aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»
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UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiij jklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#

‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_
/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹ › 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ  ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ  ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ  ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ  ĤĦ 
Ì Í Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ Ī Į Ị Ị İ İ  Ĳ�Ĵ  ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ  Þ  ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ  ŢȚȚŤŦ 
ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ 
áááãããåååăăăâââáááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāą
ąąãããǻǻǻæǽ  ćĉċċčç  ðďďđ  èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ  ĥħ  ì í î ï ï ĩ ĭ ī į į ị ị ı  ĳĳ�  ĵ ȷ  ķķĸ ĺ ļ ļľľŀŀł  ñńņņňŉŉŋ 
òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ  þ  ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř śŝşșșš  ţțțťťŧ 
ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ  ẁẃẅẅŵ ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 125 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ NORD BOLD

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   50/64 pt
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Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   50/64 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 127 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ NORD CONDENSED BOLD

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   50/64 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 128 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ NORD BOLD

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   56/70 pt
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GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   56/70 pt
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GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   56/70 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 131 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ NORD BOLD

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   50/60 pt
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Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   50/60 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 133 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ NORD CONDENSED BOLD

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   50/60 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 134 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ NORD BOLD

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™

   65/82 pt
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Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™

   65/82 pt
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Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™

   65/82 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 137 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD BOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 10 
to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. 
As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even though 
it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, 
which has a high   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 10 
to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. 
As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even though 
it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, 
which has a high   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 139 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD CONDENSED BOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 10 
to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. 
As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even though 
it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, 
which has a high   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 140 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD BOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As is customary 
in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense 
fluid. This fluid, which has a   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 141 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD SEMICONDENSED BOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As is customary 
in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense 
fluid. This fluid, which has a   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 142 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD CONDENSED BOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As is customary 
in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense 
fluid. This fluid, which has a   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 143 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD BOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, 
dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is 
sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary 
in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which 
has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of 
ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, 
dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down 
into a soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within the oxygen lattice. At a depth 
of 7,000 km, the conditions may be such that methane decomposes into diamond crystals that rain downwards like hailstones. Scientists also believe that this kind of diamond rain occurs on 
Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus.   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, 
dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is 
sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary 
in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has 
a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic 
water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense 
fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a 
soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within the oxygen lattice. At a depth of 7,000 km, 
the conditions may be such that methane decomposes into diamond crystals that rain downwards like hailstones. Scientists also believe that this kind of diamond rain occurs on Jupiter, Saturn, 
and Uranus.   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, 
dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is 
sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary 
in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has 
a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic 
water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense 
fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a 
soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within the oxygen lattice. At a depth of 7,000 km, 
the conditions may be such that methane decomposes into diamond crystals that rain downwards like hailstones. Scientists also believe that this kind of diamond rain occurs on Jupiter, Saturn, 
and Uranus.   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»
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UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiij jklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#

‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_
/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īįįịịı ĳĳ� ĵ ȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥

FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ NORD EXTRABOLD
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aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 150 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ NORD SEMICONDENSED EXTRABOLD

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiij jklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#

‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_
/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ ŢȚȚŤŦ 
ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ 
áááãããåååăăăâââáááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāą
ąąãããǻǻǻæǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ì í î ï ï ĩ ĭ ī į į ị ị ı ĳĳ� ĵ ȷ ķķĸ ĺ ļ ļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥
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aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»
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UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiij jklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#

‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_
/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ  ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ  ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ  ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ  ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ  Ĳ�Ĵ  ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ  Þ  ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ  ŢȚȚŤŦ 
ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ  áá
áãããåååăăăâââáááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąããã
ǻǻǻæǽ  ćĉċċčç  ðďďđ  èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ  ĝğġġģģǧ 
ĥħ  ì í î ï ï ĩ ĭ ī į į ị ị ı  ĳĳ�  ĵ ȷ  ķķĸ ĺ ļ ļľľŀŀł  ñńņņňŉŉŋ 
òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ  þ  ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř śŝşșșš  ţțțťťŧ 
ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ  ẁẃẅẅŵ ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 153 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ NORD EXTRABOLD

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   50/64 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 154 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ NORD SEMICONDENSED EXTRA-
BOLD

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   50/64 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 155 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ NORD CONDENSED EXTRABOLD

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   50/64 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 156 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ NORD EXTRABOLD

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   56/70 pt
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GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   56/70 pt
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GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   56/70 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 159 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ NORD EXTRABOLD

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   50/60 pt
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Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   50/60 pt
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Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   50/60 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 162 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ NORD EXTRABOLD

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™

   65/82 pt
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Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™

   65/82 pt
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Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™

   65/82 pt
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The mantle is equivalent to 
10 to 15 Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in 
planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 
10 to 15 Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in 
planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 
10 to 15 Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in 
planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As is customary 
in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy even though it 
is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As is customary 
in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy even though it 
is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As is customary 
in planetary science, this mixture is 
referred to as icy even   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy even though it 
is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 171 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD EXTRABOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is 
sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This 
fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist 
of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, 
dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down 
into a soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within the oxygen lattice. At a depth 
of 7,000 km, the conditions may be such that methane decomposes into diamond crystals that rain downwards like hailstones. Scientists also believe that this kind of diamond rain occurs on 
Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus.   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 172 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD SEMICONDENSED EXTRABOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is 
sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This 
fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist 
of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, 
dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down 
into a soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within the oxygen lattice. At a depth 
of 7,000 km, the conditions may be such that methane decomposes into diamond crystals that rain downwards like hailstones. Scientists also believe that this kind of diamond rain occurs on 
Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus.   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 173 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD CONDENSED EXTRABOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is 
sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This 
fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist 
of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, 
dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down 
into a soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within the oxygen lattice. At a depth 
of 7,000 km, the conditions may be such that methane decomposes into diamond crystals that rain downwards like hailstones. Scientists also believe that this kind of diamond rain occurs on 
Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus.   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 175 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ NORD BLACK

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 176 / 461

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiij jklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#

‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_
/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īįįịịı ĳĳ� ĵ ȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥

FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ NORD BLACK
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aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 178 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ NORD SEMICONDENSED BLACK

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiij jklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#

‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_
/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ ŢȚȚŤŦ 
ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ 
ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââáááääääääạạạạ
ạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻæǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ 
èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īįįịịı ĳĳ� 
ĵ ȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ 
þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ 
ẁẃẅẅŵ ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 179 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ NORD CONDENSED BLACK

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 180 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ NORD CONDENSED BLACK

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiij jklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#

‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_
/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ  ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ  ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ  ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ  ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ  Ĳ�Ĵ  ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ  Þ  ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ  ŢȚȚŤŦ 
ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ  áá
áãããåååăăăâââáááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąããã
ǻǻǻæǽ  ćĉċċčç  ðďďđ  èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ  ĝğġġģģǧ 
ĥħ  ì í î ï ï ĩ ĭ ī į į ị ị ı  ĳĳ�  ĵ ȷ  ķķĸ ĺ ļ ļľľŀŀł  ñńņņňŉŉŋ 
òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ  þ  ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř śŝşșșš  ţțțťťŧ 
ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ  ẁẃẅẅŵ ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 181 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ NORD BLACK

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   50/64 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 182 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ NORD SEMICONDENSED BLACK

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   50/64 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 183 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ NORD CONDENSED BLACK

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   50/64 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 184 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ NORD BLACK

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   56/70 pt
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GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   56/70 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 186 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ NORD CONDENSED BLACK

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   56/70 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 187 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ NORD BLACK

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   50/60 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 188 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ NORD SEMICONDENSED BLACK

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   50/60 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 189 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ NORD CONDENSED BLACK

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   50/60 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 190 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ NORD BLACK

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   65/82 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 191 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ NORD SEMICONDENSED BLACK

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™

   65/82 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 192 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ NORD CONDENSED BLACK

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™

   65/82 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 193 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD BLACK

The mantle is equivalent to 
10 to 15 Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in 
planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 194 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD SEMICONDENSED BLACK

The mantle is equivalent to 
10 to 15 Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in 
planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 195 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD CONDENSED BLACK

The mantle is equivalent to 
10 to 15 Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in 
planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 196 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD BLACK

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy even though it 
is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 197 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD SEMICONDENSED BLACK

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy even though it 
is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 198 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD CONDENSED BLACK

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy even though it 
is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 199 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD BLACK

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy 
even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, 
is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may 
consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, 
dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break 
down into a soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within the oxygen lattice. At a 
depth of 7,000 km, the conditions may be such that methane decomposes into diamond crystals that rain downwards like hailstones. Scientists also believe that this kind of diamond rain 
occurs on Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus.   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 200 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD SEMICONDENSED BLACK

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy 
even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, 
is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may 
consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, 
dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break 
down into a soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within the oxygen lattice. At a 
depth of 7,000 km, the conditions may be such that methane decomposes into diamond crystals that rain downwards like hailstones. Scientists also believe that this kind of diamond rain 
occurs on Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus.   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 201 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ NORD CONDENSED BLACK

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even 
though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is 
sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This 
fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist 
of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, 
dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break 
down into a soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within the oxygen lattice. At a 
depth of 7,000 km, the conditions may be such that methane decomposes into diamond crystals that rain downwards like hailstones. Scientists also believe that this kind of diamond rain 
occurs on Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus.   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 202 / 461SÜD LIGHT

NEPTUN
SÜD

•
Light

300



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 203 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD LIGHT

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 204 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD LIGHT

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiijjklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

. . , , : : ; ;……! ! ¡ ¡??¿¿· · • •*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹ › 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ ÐĎĐ 
ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īį įịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 205 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD WIDE LIGHT

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 206 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD WIDE LIGHT

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiijjklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

. . , , : : ; ;……! ! ¡ ¡??¿¿·· ••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ ÐĎĐ 
ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īį įịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 207 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE LIGHT

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 208 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE LIGHT

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiijjklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

. . , , : : ; ;……!! ¡ ¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@ ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ ÐĎĐ 
ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īį įịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 209 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTENDED LIGHT

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 210 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD EXTENDED LIGHT

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiijjklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

. . , , : : ; ;……!!¡ ¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@ ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ 
ĤĦ ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ 
ÑŃŅŅŇŊ ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ 
Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ ŢȚȚŤŦ 
ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââ
áááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻ
ǻæǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īį įịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 211 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ SÜD LIGHT

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 212 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ SÜD WIDE LIGHT

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 213 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE LIGHT

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 214 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ SÜD EXTENDED LIGHT

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 215 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ SÜD LIGHT

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 216 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ SÜD WIDE LIGHT

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 217 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE LIGHT

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 218 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ SÜD EXTENDED LIGHT

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 219 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ SÜD LIGHT

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 220 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ SÜD WIDE LIGHT

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 221 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE LIGHT

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 222 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ SÜD EXTENDED LIGHT

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 223 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ SÜD LIGHT

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 224 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ SÜD WIDE LIGHT

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 225 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE LIGHT

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 226 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTENDED LIGHT

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 227 / 461

The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As 
is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD LIGHT

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 228 / 461

The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As 
is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD WIDE LIGHT

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 229 / 461

The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As 
is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE LIGHT

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 230 / 461

The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As 
is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTENDED LIGHT



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 231 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD LIGHT

The mantle is equivalent 
to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 232 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD WIDE LIGHT

The mantle is equivalent 
to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 233 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE LIGHT

The mantle is equivalent 
to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 234 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTENDED LIGHT

The mantle is equivalent 
to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 235 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD LIGHT

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical  18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This 
fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may 
consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-
ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, 
and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 236 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD WIDE LIGHT

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical  18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This 
fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may 
consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 237 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE LIGHT

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This 
fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may 
consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 238 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTENDED LIGHT

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This 
fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may 
consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 239 / 461SÜD REGULAR

NEPTUN
SÜD

•
Regular

400



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 240 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD REGULAR

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 241 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD REGULAR

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiijjklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

. . , , : : ; ;……!! ¡ ¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹ › 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ ÐĎĐ 
ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īį įịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 242 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD WIDE REGULAR

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 243 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD WIDE REGULAR

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiijjklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

. . , , : : ; ;……!! ¡ ¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ 
ĤĦ ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ 
ÑŃŅŅŇŊ ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ 
Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ ŢȚȚŤŦ 
ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īį įịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 244 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE REGULAR

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 245 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE REGULAR

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiijjklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

. . , , : : ; ;……!!¡ ¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@ ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ ÐĎĐ 
ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īį įịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 246 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTENDED REGULAR

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 247 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD EXTENDED REGULAR

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiijjklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

. . , , : : ; ;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@ ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ ÐĎĐ 
ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īįįịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 248 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ SÜD REGULAR

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 249 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ SÜD WIDE REGULAR

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 250 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE REGULAR

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 251 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ SÜD EXTENDED REGULAR

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 252 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ SÜD REGULAR

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 253 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ SÜD WIDE REGULAR

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 254 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE REGULAR

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 255 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ SÜD EXTENDED REGULAR

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 256 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ SÜD REGULAR

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 257 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ SÜD WIDE REGULAR

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 258 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE REGULAR

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 259 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ SÜD EXTENDED REGULAR

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 260 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ SÜD REGULAR

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 261 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ SÜD WIDE REGULAR

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 262 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE REGULAR

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 263 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTENDED REGULAR

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 264 / 461

The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As 
is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD REGULAR

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 265 / 461

The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As 
is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD WIDE REGULAR

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 266 / 461

The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As 
is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE REGULAR

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 267 / 461

The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As 
is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTENDED REGULAR



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 268 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD REGULAR

The mantle is equivalent 
to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 269 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD WIDE REGULAR

The mantle is equivalent 
to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 270 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE REGULAR

The mantle is equivalent 
to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 271 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTENDED REGULAR

The mantle is equivalent 
to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 272 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD REGULAR

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical  18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This 
fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may 
consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 273 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD WIDE REGULAR

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical  18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle 
may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 274 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE REGULAR

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical  18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle 
may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 275 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTENDED REGULAR

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical  18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle 
may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 276 / 461SÜD MEDIUM

NEPTUN
SÜD

•
Medium

500



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 277 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD MEDIUM

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 278 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD MEDIUM

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiijjklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

. . , , : : ; ;……!!¡ ¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īį įịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 279 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD WIDE MEDIUM

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 280 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD WIDE MEDIUM

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiijjklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

. . , , : : ; ;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īį įịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 281 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE MEDIUM

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 282 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE MEDIUM

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiijjklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

. . , , : : ; ;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@ ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īįįịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 283 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTENDED MEDIUM

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 284 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD EXTENDED MEDIUM

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiijjklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@ ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īįįịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 285 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ SÜD MEDIUM

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 286 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ SÜD WIDE MEDIUM

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 287 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE MEDIUM

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 288 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ SÜD EXTENDED MEDIUM

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 289 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ SÜD MEDIUM

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 290 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ SÜD WIDE MEDIUM

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 291 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE MEDIUM

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 292 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ SÜD EXTENDED MEDIUM

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 293 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ SÜD MEDIUM

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 294 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ SÜD WIDE MEDIUM

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 295 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE MEDIUM

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 296 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ SÜD EXTENDED MEDIUM

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 297 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ SÜD MEDIUM

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 298 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ SÜD WIDE MEDIUM

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 299 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE MEDIUM

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 300 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTENDED MEDIUM

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt
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The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As 
is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD MEDIUM

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 302 / 461

The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As 
is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD WIDE MEDIUM

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 303 / 461

The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As 
is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE MEDIUM

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 304 / 461

The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As 
is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTENDED MEDIUM



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 305 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD MEDIUM

The mantle is equivalent 
to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 306 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD WIDE MEDIUM

The mantle is equivalent 
to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 307 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE MEDIUM

The mantle is equivalent 
to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 308 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTENDED MEDIUM

The mantle is equivalent 
to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 309 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD MEDIUM

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical  18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle 
may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. 
The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper 
down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 310 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD WIDE MEDIUM

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical  18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle 
may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. 
The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper 
down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 311 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE MEDIUM

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical  18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle 
may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. 
The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper 
down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 312 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTENDED MEDIUM

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical  18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle 
may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. 
The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and 
deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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NEPTUN
SÜD

•
SemiBold

600



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 314 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD SEMIBOLD

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 315 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD SEMIBOLD

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiijjklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

.. , ,:: ; ;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īį įịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 316 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD WIDE SEMIBOLD

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 317 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD WIDE SEMIBOLD

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiijjklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īįįịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 318 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE SEMIBOLD

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 319 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE SEMIBOLD

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiijjklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@ ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īįįịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 320 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTENDED SEMIBOLD

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 321 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD EXTENDED SEMIBOLD

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiij jklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@ ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īįįịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 322 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ SÜD SEMIBOLD

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 323 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ SÜD WIDE SEMIBOLD

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 324 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE SEMIBOLD

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 325 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ SÜD EXTENDED SEMIBOLD

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 326 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ SÜD SEMIBOLD

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 327 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ SÜD WIDE SEMIBOLD

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 328 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE SEMIBOLD

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 329 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ SÜD EXTENDED SEMIBOLD

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 330 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ SÜD SEMIBOLD

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 331 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ SÜD WIDE SEMIBOLD

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 332 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE SEMIBOLD

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 333 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ SÜD EXTENDED SEMIBOLD

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 334 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ SÜD SEMIBOLD

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 335 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ SÜD WIDE SEMIBOLD

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 336 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE SEMIBOLD

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 337 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTENDED SEMIBOLD

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 338 / 461

The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As 
is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD SEMIBOLD

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 339 / 461

The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As 
is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD WIDE SEMIBOLD

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 340 / 461

The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As 
is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE SEMIBOLD

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 341 / 461

The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As 
is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTENDED SEMIBOLD



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 342 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD SEMIBOLD

The mantle is equivalent 
to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 343 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD WIDE SEMIBOLD

The mantle is equivalent 
to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 344 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE SEMIBOLD

The mantle is equivalent 
to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 345 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTENDED SEMIBOLD

The mantle is equivalent 
to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 346 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD SEMIBOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle 
may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 347 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD WIDE SEMIBOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle 
may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 348 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE SEMIBOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle 
may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 349 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTENDED SEMIBOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle 
may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 350 / 461SÜD BOLD

NEPTUN
SÜD

•
Bold

700



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 351 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD BOLD

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 352 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD BOLD

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiijjklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īįįịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 353 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD WIDE BOLD

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 354 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD WIDE BOLD

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiijjklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īįįịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 355 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE BOLD

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 356 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE BOLD

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiij jklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@ ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īįįịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 357 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTENDED BOLD

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 358 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD EXTENDED BOLD

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiij jklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@ ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īįįịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 359 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ SÜD BOLD

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 360 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ SÜD WIDE BOLD

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 361 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE BOLD

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 362 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ SÜD EXTENDED BOLD

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 363 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ SÜD BOLD

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 364 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ SÜD WIDE BOLD

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 365 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE BOLD

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 366 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ SÜD EXTENDED BOLD

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 367 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ SÜD BOLD

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 368 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ SÜD WIDE BOLD

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 369 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE BOLD

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 370 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ SÜD EXTENDED BOLD

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 371 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ SÜD BOLD

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 372 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ SÜD WIDE BOLD

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 373 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE BOLD

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 374 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTENDED BOLD

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 375 / 461

The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. 
As is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD BOLD

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 376 / 461

The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. 
As is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD WIDE BOLD

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 377 / 461

The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. 
As is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE BOLD

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 378 / 461

The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. 
As is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTENDED BOLD



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 379 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD BOLD

The mantle is equivalent 
to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 380 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD WIDE BOLD

The mantle is equivalent 
to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 381 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE BOLD

The mantle is equivalent 
to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 382 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTENDED BOLD

The mantle is equivalent 
to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 383 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD BOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle 
may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 384 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD WIDE BOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle 
may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 385 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE BOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle 
may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 386 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTENDED BOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle 
may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 387 / 461SÜD EXTRABOLD

NEPTUN
SÜD

•
ExtraBold

800



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 388 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTRABOLD

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 389 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD EXTRABOLD

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiijjklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īįįịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 390 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD WIDE EXTRABOLD

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 391 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD WIDE EXTRABOLD

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiijjklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īįįịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 392 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE EXTRABOLD

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 393 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE EXTRABOLD

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiij jklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@ ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īįįịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 394 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTENDED EXTRABOLD

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 395 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD EXTENDED EXTRABOLD

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiij jklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@ ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īįįịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 396 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ SÜD EXTRABOLD

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 397 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ SÜD WIDE EXTRABOLD

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 398 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE EXTRABOLD

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 399 / 461SAMPLE WORDS ◀ SÜD EXTENDED EXTRABOLD

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 400 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ SÜD EXTRABOLD

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 401 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ SÜD WIDE EXTRABOLD

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 402 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE EXTRABOLD

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 403 / 461SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ SÜD EXTENDED EXTRABOLD

GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 404 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ SÜD EXTRABOLD

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 405 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ SÜD WIDE EXTRABOLD

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 406 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE EXTRABOLD

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 407 / 461SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ SÜD EXTENDED EXTRABOLD

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 408 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTRABOLD

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 409 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ SÜD WIDE EXTRABOLD

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 410 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE EXTRABOLD

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 411 / 461SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTENDED EXTRABOLD

Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 412 / 461

The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As 
is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTRABOLD

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 413 / 461

The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As 
is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD WIDE EXTRABOLD

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 414 / 461

The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As 
is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE EXTRABOLD

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 415 / 461

The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 15 
Earth masses and is 
rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As 
is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTENDED EXTRABOLD



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 416 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTRABOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 
10 to 15 Earth masses and 
is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is 
customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 417 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD WIDE EXTRABOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 
10 to 15 Earth masses and 
is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is 
customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 418 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE EXTRABOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 
10 to 15 Earth masses and 
is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is 
customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 419 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTENDED EXTRABOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 
10 to 15 Earth masses and 
is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is 
customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 420 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTRABOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This 
fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may 
consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. 
The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper 
down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 421 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD WIDE EXTRABOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may 
consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. 
The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper 
down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 422 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE EXTRABOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may 
consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. 
The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper 
down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 423 / 461SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTENDED EXTRABOLD

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may 
consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture 
is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. 
The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and oxygen ions, and deeper 
down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 424 / 461SÜD BLACK

NEPTUN
SÜD

•
Black
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NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 425 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD BLACK

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 426 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD BLACK

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiijjklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īįįịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 427 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD WIDE BLACK

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 428 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD WIDE BLACK

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiij jklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īįįịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 429 / 461BASIC GLYPHS ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE BLACK

aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»



NEPTUN LA BOLDE VITA 430 / 461FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE BLACK

UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiij jklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@  ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍ Î Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īįįịịı ĳĳ� ĵȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥
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aaabcdefghijklmno 
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSẞTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
,.;:!?!?@#€$¥&%^* 
()[]{}_=-+<>|/„“«»
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UPPERCASE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO  
PQRS�TUVWXYZ
LOWERCASE

aaabcdefghiij jklmno
pqrrsßtuvwxyyz
LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl  ft  tt
CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ‽ ⸘ ⸘ � �
FIGURES

00123456789 
0⁰123⁴5⁶789 ₀₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
TABULAR FIGURES

00123456789 
=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/
CIRCLED FIGURES

(0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

=≠+−±×÷÷<>≤≥/|¦~≈¬ ⁄ ∕ ½ ¼ ¾
ΔΩμπ∫∏∑∂√∙∙∞%‰
PUNCTUATION

..,,::;;……!!¡¡??¿¿··••*�&⁂�ð#
‚‚„„‘‘““’’””«»‹›'"-–—_

/\()[]{}@†‡
CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{}¡¡¿¿⸘⸘::;;··••-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@ ̂  ˇ ´ ` ˘ ˙ ˙ ¨ ¨ ˚ ˜ ˝ ¯ ¸ ˛
ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÄÅĀĂĄǺẠẠ ÆǼ ÇĆĈĊĊČ 
ÐĎĐ ÈÉÊËËĒĔĖĖĘĚẼẸẸ ĜĞĠĠĢĢǦ ĤĦ 
ÌÍÎ Ï Ï Ĩ Ĭ ĪĮỊỊİİ Ĳ�Ĵ ĶĶ ĹĻĻĽĽĿĿŁ ÑŃŅŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖÖØǾŌŎŐỌỌŒ Þ ŔŖŖŘ ŚŜŞȘȘŠ 
ŢȚȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜÜŨŪŬŮŮŰŲỤỤŴẀẂẄẄ 
ÝŶŸŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŻŽ áááãããåååăăăâââá
ááääääääạạạạạạàààāāāąąąãããǻǻǻ
æǽ ćĉċċčç ðďďđ èéêëëēĕėėęěẽẹẹ 
ĝğġġģģǧ ĥħ ìí î ï ï ĩ ĭ īįįịịı ĳĳ� ĵ ȷ ķķĸ ĺļļľľŀŀł 
ñńņņňŉŉŋ òóôõööøǿōŏőọọœ þ ŕŕŗŗŗŗřř 
śŝşșșš ţțțťťŧ ùúûüüũūŭůůűųụụ ẁẃẅẅŵ 
ýýŷŷÿÿÿÿȳȳỹỹỳỳ źżżž
CAPITAL SWASHES

A F H I K M N P R T V W X Y
OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥₧¤®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ 
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▶◀▲▼◢◣◤◥
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Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt
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Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt
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Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt
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Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4⁄1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington 
Modern Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quĳote Zebra   39/57 pt
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GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt
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GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt
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GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt
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GROPIUS ⁂ 1883 — 1969 
{NEW OBJECTIVITY} 
ROMANESQUE ‡ CIŽEK 
MOHOLY × NAGY ~ BOOKS
1920 (NLD+FRA+GER)
»GOTTLIEB HERMANN«
GEWERKSCHAFT.BUND   45/65 pt
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Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt
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Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt
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Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt
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Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Fakt Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest Þjóðdir 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   41/57 pt
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Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt
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Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt
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Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt
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Sanity ≠ 69% (~84¢)
»Diarrhée №1« Acid
OhGilvy!? (2) Xanax.Vio
[835,1 $] Heroism©
�.Qüng;essenz.com
Kale: 910 μm Tapes™   52/74 pt
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The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. 
As is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD BLACK

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. 
As is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD WIDE BLACK

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. 
As is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTRAWIDE BLACK

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is 
equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. 
As is customary in 
planetary science, this 
mixture is referred   50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune

SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ SÜD EXTENDED BLACK
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The mantle is equivalent 
to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent 
to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent 
to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent 
to 10 to 15 Earth masses 
and is rich in water, 
ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary   40/49 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 
15 Earth masses and is rich in 
water, ammonia and methane. As 
is customary in planetary science, 
this mixture is referred to as icy   32/39 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle 
may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle 
may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle 
may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth 
masses and is rich in water, ammonia and 
methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy   24/30 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich 
in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary 
science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a 
hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical   18/23 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia 
and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to 
as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical 
conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia ocean. The mantle may   14/19 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is 
customary in planetary science, this mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. 
This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a water-ammonia. The mantle 
may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup   11/15 pt

The mantle is equivalent to 10 to 15 Earth masses and is rich in water, ammonia and methane. As is customary in planetary science, this 
mixture is referred to as icy even though it is a hot, dense fluid. This fluid, which has a high electrical conductivity, is sometimes called a 
water-ammonia. The mantle may consist of a layer of ionic water in which the water molecules break down into a soup of hydrogen and 
oxygen ions, and deeper down superionic water in which the oxygen crystallises but the hydrogen ions float around freely within   8/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
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